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LETTER TO EDITOR 

The 2016 Rio de Janeiro paralympics were a great success. Technically, sports reached a high degree 

of excellence and various records were broken. One Iranian, on wheelchair, lifted 310 kg/683 lbs; a 

visually impaired Irish man ran 100m in 10”64 and the 1500m became a historic event. The top four 

visually impaired athletes beat Matthew Centrowitz´s Olympic record. Recently, Jonah Kipkemoi, a 

27 years old T46 functional classification paralympian won the men´s 39th edition of Barcelona 

marathon. 

Visibility increase in paralympic games has prompted a global conscience that participating in 

exercises is far more a possibility for individuals with disability than competitiveness. This global 

acceptance has boosted the existence of norms related to exercise along with the concept of physical 

activity and physical exercise as tool for preventive health and its maintenance [1].  

Major advancements throughout the years and the significant increase in levels of performance are 

registered due to physical fitness, technique, tactical awareness and science [2].  

Numerous emerging clubs, athletes and sports disciplines in the world are sustained by the increasing 

participation of countries, athletes, professionals, spectators and media coverage in countless 

international meetings [3].   

While athlete´s performance in sport is recognized in literature, little information and understanding 

are acknowledged entirely; restrictions and demands put on individual with disability´s back [4]. 

Paralympic medicine is the term used to describe healthcare issues related to the Paralympic athlete. 

In a health-care perspective, Paralympic sports poses many challenges not faced in Olympic sports 

[5]. 

Wheelchair sports appear to be an important asset in rehabilitating people with acute and chronic 

disabilities as well as a huge boost towards innovation in technology and practice [6]. 

Consequently, scattering sport in people with disability triggered a movement beyond rehabilitation 

accomplishments. Reckoning these people´s capabilities yielded merit in sport performance and 

demand in several areas of knowledge such as technologies, sporting goods design, games 

equipments, training, choice, prediction, performance, rehabilitation, physiology, sports medicine, 

biomechanics, biochemistry, anatomy and others. Therefore, it is believed that disabled sports could 

attract researchers, promote academic production, advertise for the uniqueness of athlete with 

disability and promote inclusion.         
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